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The Hyksos

The Jewish Bible is simply not a literal history of anyone or anything. There have been attempts
to link and thus create a historical back story to the Jewish Bible in order to obtain a historical
document. None of this is true and all based on lies told by Jewish "historians" themselves and
inserted as outright forgeries. That people who didn't know any better or still under the spell of
Jewish supremacy due to a Judeo Christian cultural upbringing then worked to manifest the
spell of the Bible into a historical frame work. Which gives power to the spell. The Kabala admits
the entire Jewish Bible is just a spell created to give them control of the world. The Jews
destroyed the actual histories and cultures when they took over with Christianity. To cover up
the fact they are lying. To create a false history to make their spell of the Bible seem believable
to grant more power to the lie in the mass mind.

If one studies the Kabala they state the names of these ancient places and decree's of their
Bible and such are just curses on different Gentiles of the world to this day. The whole Bible is a
work of Jewish witchcraft.

A popular theory of the Jews and the tale of Exodus with Moses is that of the Hyksos. That the
original Jews where Hyksos originally in ancient Egypt. That were driven out by the Egyptians.
This claim is first made by the Jewish "Historian" Josephus. That his Jewish ancestors where
Hyksos. Something to also note the historial claims of Manetho the Egypt Priest that include
mention of Jewish characters such as Moses. Josephus was the "Historian" Jew for the Flavian
dynasty which created Christianity and the Catholic Church. It was a criminal Jewish cabal put
into power by the Jews and run by Jews. The first Emperor of this criminal dynasty put up a
statue to a Jew from Alexandria that made him Emperor and created the Flavian dynasty.
Josephus was a Jewish propagandist who wrote a false historical narrative.
"It has been asserted that the reference puportedly inn Manetho equating Osaresph with Moses
was "Undoubtedly an interpolation a forgery, which famed French Middle Eastern Scholar Dr.
Joseph Ernest Renan [1823-1892] evinced was made at Alexandria by a Hebrew priest after the
death of Manetho, for it is well known there are some spurious books ascribe to him."
American judge Parrish B. Ladd concluded that the purported equation of the two figures
Maneto was forged in order to give historical legitimacy to the Exodus tale: "This interpolation
was intended to support the biblical story of the exodus and is in keeping with the tactics of the
priesthood everywhere when they need further proof to support their religion." In any even, in
Osarseph and the lepers we will not find a historical Moses and his chosen people..."
These various Hyksos stories were latched onto in antiquity in order to provide historicity to the
biblical tale, confounded and embellished to them they would appear mol like the Exodus
account. Moreover, it is clear that Josephus and other Jews glommed onto them in order to
disprove the widespred contention that the Jews were a young people; hence the historian's

work Antiquities of the Jews In reality, the older Egyptian soures of the Hyksos story are devoid
of this overt connection, as there were no Islites or Jews at the time these earlier accounts were
written nd when the Hyksos were in Egypt."
The actual Hyksos were stated by the Egyptians to be Amorites/Canaanites. The Hyksos Kings
had Amorite names and were from the area's of Canaan and Syria. They worshipped EgyptCanaanite Gods and Goddesses as well from RA to Mari [Isis], Astarte, Baal and on. The
ancient Greeks also claim their ancestors where the Hyksos. Which might explain why the
Throne room at the Hyksos capital that was unearthed is identical to the Throne room of the
Minoan King on Crete at Knossos. The Greeks claimed the Hyksos after being expelled founded
their city of Argos. And where the Greeks of Argos. The Amorites also founded Babylon and
were called AMONites. The ancient God Amon is the head God of the Egyptians and Greeks
and the Canaanites.
The main fortess of the Hyksos was in Canaan in which the Egyptian Pharaoh sacked after a
long seige and driving the Hyksos out of Egypt.
The Merneptah Stele does note mention Israel it states Yisrir. Some have tried to make this into
Israel. But the problem here is the term "Israel" was already a common name among the
Canaanite regions and people whom the Jewish Torah states as the enemies of the Jewish race
to be attacked and exterminated upon their claimed invasion of Canaan under Moses and
Joshua. The Egyptian Steele is referring to a war with the Canaanite Amorites. The Egyptians
fought numerous wars with the Hitties and Canaanites over this region.
The Amorites is also "Amalek" to the Jews. The race they are shown to wipe out. Its their code
for the White Race.
The Hapiru claim... The Egyptians also called the Hapiru the "Bedu" the Bedouin's, their name
for the normadic Arabs and Apiru was sometime used for the Amorites and in general mixed
groups from bandits to migrant communities.
The Jews don't even have a history they just a false one to generate a spell to take over the
world with. Which is the mission of their alien soul. History to the Jew is a weaponized lie
against the Gentiles.
What is worse is when people who claim to be woke to the Jews then turn around and believe
the lies the Jews wrote about themselves and forged into the cultural texts of other cultures they
overthrew with their program of Christianity.
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What happened with Akhenaton is a sign of the enemy in Egypt but this was the later part of the
dynasty that drove the Hyksos out and back into Canaan and Greece. Akhenaton was not a
legitimate king by the Egyptian rites and laws of succession either. He stole the throne at the
last minute and then went about imposing this new alien ideology on Egypt by violence which
involved destroying the Aryan religion and desecrating the Temples of the Gods openly and
even murdering people. His ideology is also of the enemy on every level.

